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Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an evolving technology used in a diverse set of 

applications. WSN might be applied in isolated or hazard areas where it is hard and costly 

to reach the nodes. Maintaining the sensor nodes in WSN is generally a complex and 

difficult task especially when the size of the network is large. Energy harvesting in WSN 

is a promising technology that enables the sensor nodes to exploit the renewable ambient 

energy sources such as solar, temperature, sound, pressure, etc. Many data link and 

network layer protocols were proposed to conserve the energy and use it in efficient way 

in WSN. In this work, Energy Harvesting Aware Ad-hoc on Demand Distance Vector 

(EHAODV) routing protocol is proposed. EHAODV is a modified version of AODV. 

The node’s remaining energy, energy harvesting rate and the overall path energy are 

considered in EHAODV for choosing the best routing path. Moreover, a local route 

repair mechanism is suggested and implemented in EHAODV. Extensive simulation 

experiments have been conducted using ns-3 to study the behavior of EHAODV. In 

comparison with the original AODV, EHAODV has increased the flow goodput about 

16%, decreased the packet loss ratio about 13.5%, and increased the packet end-end delay 

about 8.6%. EHAODV with route repair mechanism has demonstrated lower packet loss 

ratio around 17% in comparison with AODV. 
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 ملخص الرسالة

 
 

 عماد أحمد محمود الدلو :االسم الكامل
 

 AODVلمجسات الالسلكية باالعتماد على ا في توجيه االتصالمدرك للطاقة لبروتوكول  :عنوان الرسالة
 

 شبكات حاسوب :التخصص
 

 6341شعبان  :العلميةتاريخ الدرجة 
 

شبكات االستشعار الالسلكية . متطورة تستخدم يف كثري من التطبيقات قنيةشبكات االستشعار الالسلكية هي ت

ان . وويانتها طةة يحي  ككون من العع  الووو  ا ى اسجمساتاخلو أنائية الناق  املمن املمكن ان تستخدم يف 

متكن اسجمسات الالسلكية من استغال  معادر الطاقة  ،واعدة قنيةالشبكات الالسلكية هلي ت جتميع الطاقة يف قنيةت

ذلك للحعو  على  غري ذلك و املتجددة يف البيئة احمليطة مثل الطاقة الشمسية و احلةاركة و العوتية و الضغط و

د من بةوتوكوالت االتعا  العدك شهدت الساحة العلمية نشاقا كبريا يف تعميم .معدر قاقة متجدد و مستمة

 يت هتدف ا ى احملافظة على الطاقة واستخدامها بشكل فعا  يف الشبكات الالسلكية املعتمدة على الطاقة املتجددةال

( EHAODV) باسم يف هذا البح  نقدم بةوتوكو  اتعا و . ومع ذلك فهناك جما  كبري للتطوكة والتحسني

كمية الطاقة   :بعني االعتبار املعاكري التالية الربوتوكو  املقرتح كأخذ نإ .AODVكعتمد على الربوتوكو  املعةوف و 

االتعا  عند اختيار مسار  وكذلك معد  الطاقة املتوفةة يف املسار املتبقية يف اسجمس ومعد  حعاد الطاقة للمجس

جةكت لقد أ. ا تعمسارات اال ين يفاخللل اآل والحإكقوم ب الربوتوكو  املقرتح نإضافة ا ى ذلك، فإ. األفضل

. متعددة داءوتوكو  املقرتح باستخدام مقاكيس أداء الرب لدراسة أ NS-3باستخدام  العدكد من جتارب احملاكاة

تقليل نسبة فقدان و % 61  البيانات بنسبة من زكادة سةعة تدف EHAODV، متكن AODVباملقارنة مع و 

  %. 6.1لكنه زاد الوقت الالزم لووو  البيانات بنسبة % 1..6البيانات بنسبة 
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1 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a promising technology emerged before more 

than a decade [1]. WSNs have various applications in different domains. They are widely 

used in environmental monitoring applications including but not limited to ground water 

quality, virtual fencing, and cattle monitoring [2]. In health applications, WSNs are used 

to monitor biological and physical signals of the human body [3]. WSNs are also used in 

military applications such as perimeter protection, urban warfare and overnight village 

monitoring [4]. Figure 1.1 shows a typical example of WSN. 

 

Figure 1.1 Typical multi-hop wireless sensor network architecture  [5]. 
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The nodes in WSN relay the monitored data between each other until it reach the sink 

node. The sink node aggregates the received data and then sends it to a remote station for 

further analysis. 

1.2 Routing Protocols 

Routing is one of the essential components of a computer network’s functionality. 

In a broad sense, it is the process of determining a path to a desired destination. For 

example, a network administrator could compute all the routes in the network and then 

deploy them to all nodes manually. However, this approach is impractical and very error-

prone for even a small network. As a result, a large number of routing protocols have 

been created that dynamically determine the routes in the network without human 

involvement. Without routing protocols, routing information would have to be manually 

and continually maintained by network administrators; networks would have been unable 

to scale to the size that it must in order to operate within modern day networks.  

After route discovery, the data can be delivered to various destinations in the 

network on a hop-by-hop basis. As a packet travels through the network, each 

intermediate node (called a “hop”) independently determines the interface on which the 

packet has to be sent out in order to reach its destination. This process is known as 

forwarding. It utilizes a data structure known as a forwarding table, which maps a 

network or node address to the next hop on the route to a particular destination. 

Forwarding is achieved by consulting the forwarding table to determine the next node 

(i.e., the outgoing interface) to which a data packet must be sent in orde r to eventually 

arrive at the desired destination. This process is repeated at each intermediate node on the 

packet’s path.  
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The primary intent of any routing protocol is to build and maintain the routing and 

forwarding tables. A routing protocol is a set of rules that defines how nodes should 

interoperate and exchange data in order to build routing tables and ultimately achieve 

efficient end-to-end forwarding. Some popular routing protocols are Open Shortest Path 

First (OSPF), Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS), and Interior Gateway 

Routing Protocol (IGRP). 

1.2.1 Link-State and Distance Vector Protocols 

Generally, routing protocols are classified into one of two categories: Link-State or 

Distance-Vector [6]. In link-state routing algorithms, each node acts independently to 

map the entire network topology as a graph. This is achieved by sending information 

about each node’s neighbors to all other nodes in the network. Each node then uses the 

graph of the network topology it has created to compute the most efficient route to each 

destination in the network. 

In contrast to link-state algorithms, distance-vector algorithms do not distribute 

routing information to all the nodes in the network. Instead, each node only informs its 

neighbors about topological changes in the network. These changes are represented as an 

array of distance-vectors (i.e., known distances from the current node to each node in the 

network). As a result, distance-vector algorithms are considered computationally simpler 

and create less control traffic overhead than do the link-state algorithms. 

1.2.2 Ad-Hoc Networks 

An ad-hoc network is a network that can operate in an environment without 

preexisting infrastructure and allow for minimal configuration during deployment [7]. In 
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an ad-hoc network, each node acts independently both as an end node and as a router. 

Each node may send, receive, and forward data traffic. These attributes are very desirable 

in areas where a network is needed but in which no prior infrastructure exists (e.g., search 

and rescue, disaster relief systems, military operations).  

A Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a wireless ad-hoc network in which the 

nodes can move and change their location [8]. Consider an area that was just stricken by 

a natural disaster (e.g., hurricane, tornado, tsunami). Natural disasters can wipe out 

existing networking infrastructure, making communication in the affected area difficult 

or impossible. The ability of a MANET to function in areas with no prior infrastructure 

makes them extremely useful in disaster scenarios. However, mobility and lack of 

infrastructure also present an interesting problem in terms of routing, for which 

specialized routing protocols are needed.  

1.2.3 Proactive and Reactive Routing Strategies 

Routing protocols in ad-hoc networks can be classified into three different 

categories: proactive, reactive, or hybrid [9]. Proactive routing protocols will actively 

seek routes to destination nodes, even if there is no traffic trave ling through the network. 

A proactive routing protocol seeks routes in anticipation that they will be needed later. 

The advantage of proactive routing protocols is that routes are readily available as soon 

as there is data to be transmitted. However, they may result in unnecessary overhead 

when searching for routes that will never be used. In a MANET environment where 

computing resource and bandwidth are scarce, this could be a major deficiency that will 

prevent the protocols from being widely deployed.  
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On the other hand, reactive protocols only compute routes on demand (i.e., only 

when a node has data to transmit and the path to the destination is unknown). The 

advantage of reactive routing protocols is that routes are only computed when they are 

needed, which minimizes the amount of control overhead introduced into the network. 

However, the data has to wait while the routing protocol searches for the route. Hybrid 

routing protocols achieve optimal performance by combining the advantages of reactive 

and proactive approaches. 

1.3 Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), as the name implies, is a reactive 

distance-vector routing protocol. AODV consists of two primary phases: route discovery 

and route maintenance. The route maintenance phase is responsible for removing 

outdated or broken path entries from the routing table. 

1.3.1 Route Discovery 

AODV only initiates route discovery when a node, often referred to as the 

originator, receives data from the application layer that is to be delivered to some 

destination for which there is no known route. The originator starts the route discovery 

phase by broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) message. The RREQ message is 

rebroadcast by each intermediate node until it reaches either the destination node or a 

node with a fresh route to the destination. At that point, the node generates a Route Reply 

(RREP) message back to the originator. The route discovery phase terminates when an 

RREP message that contains a route to the destination arrives at the originator node. As 

the RREP traverses the network back to the originator node, it retraces the path of the 

RREQ message, which was recorded by the intermediate nodes as the RREQ message 
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was traveling through the network. Similarly, intermediate nodes that receive an RREP 

message update their routing tables with the route to the destination node. In MANETs, if 

some intermediate nodes have moved away before forwarding the RREP, this behavior 

causes the route discovery to fail and a new route discovery process to be initiated. Once 

the route discovery phase completes, the originator node sends data to its destination over 

the newly discovered path. 

Once a route has been discovered and stored, it will only remain in a routing table 

for a finite amount of time. When a route is stored, it is initially marked as active. Active 

routes will remain useable either for the Lifetime value received in the RREP message or 

for a minimum preconfigured default time period. When the timer eventually expires, the 

routes are marked for deletion and are scheduled to be removed from the routing table.  

1.3.2 AODV Control Messages 

AODV uses three types of control packets during the route discovery phase. These 

control packets are Route Request (RREQ), Route Reply (RREP), and Route Error 

(RERR) [10]. An RREQ packet is used anytime AODV needs to discover a route to a 

specific node. An RREP is used to reply to an RREQ with a definitive route to the node. 

RERR packets are used to disseminate various error details to other nodes in the network. 

AODV maintains route entries of its active one-hop neighbors by periodically 

broadcasting Hello messages with the IP header TTL field set to one. Hello messages 

have the same format as the RREP messages and can carry the IP address and the 

destination sequence number for the current node. The sequence number is a unique 

counter created and maintained by each node. This value is included in all messages that 

carry routing information. The sequence number represents the freshness of carried data 
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and also prevents routing loops. An AODV node with multiple routes to the same 

destination is required to select the freshest route (i.e., the route that has the largest 

destination sequence value). An AODV node increments its sequence number each time 

it initiates a new route discovery process and whenever it generates an RREP message. 

This ensures that other nodes in the network can differentiate between RREP messages 

generated from different route request phases.  

1.3.3 Expanding Ring Search 

In order to reduce the overall control message overhead, AODV employs an 

expanding ring search technique. The originator node se ts the TTL field in the IP header 

of the RREQ message to a certain initial value. If the route discovery process fails to find 

a path to the destination, then the originator node increments the value of the TTL field 

and repeats the process again. This continues until either the originator node finds a path 

to the destination or the whole network has been searched without finding a path (i.e., an 

RREQ message with IP TTL field set to the preconfigured TTL threshold value was sent 

out, but a route to the destination was not found). The originator node maintains a timer 

(NET_TRAVERSAL_TIME) in which the RREP message is expected to be received 

within. If the timer is expired before receiving the RREP message, the originator mat try 

again to discover a route by broadcasting another RREQ, up to a maximum of 

RREQ_RETRIES times at the maximum TTL value. This search technique prevents 

unnecessary network-wide dissemination of RREQs. 

Despite the expanding ring search technique, the route discovery process in AODV 

often results in a large number of control packets traveling through the network. This 

consumes already scarce network resources (e.g., bandwidth, processing power, battery 
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power). Furthermore, anytime there is a demand for a route that is either marked for 

deletion or does not exist in the routing table, the routing protocol must rediscover the 

path. This can be costly in volatile MANETs, as the constant change in the topology of 

the network frequently causes routes to become unavailable. Continuously re-computing 

routes creates substantial overhead in the network, which will eventually lead to 

performance degradation. 

1.4 Problem Statement and Contribution 

Sensor nodes are normally deployed in high numbers in situations where it is hard 

to supply them with power lines. Traditionally, sensor nodes are powered with on-board 

batteries that limit the operational lifetime of the nodes. Batteries need to be changed or 

recharged periodically which is expensive and a time consuming process. Alternative 

energy sources for WSN are recently investigated. In this work, we specifically address 

the energy harvesting technique. Energy harvesting techniques gather the energy from the 

ambient energy sources that are present in the environment like solar, thermal, vibration 

energy, etc. and convert that energy into a form that can be used to power the devices. 

Using energy harvesting techniques in WSNs has many advantages over batteries. First,  

the node can operate perpetually without need for human intervention. Second, energy 

harvesting techniques are friendly to the environment whilst depending on high capacity 

batteries pollute the environment [11]. 

WSNs are widely used in Smart Grids (SGs), also called intelligent power grid. 

WSNs provide a feasible and cost-effective sensing and communication platform for 

remote system monitoring and diagnostic. Using sensor network in SGs has to satisfy 

special requirements; the information generated by sensor networks may be associated 
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with some data QoS requirements, such as reliability, latency, and network throughput. 

For example, the critical sensed data related to grid failures should be received by the 

controller in a timely manner [12]. The communication subsystem supporting sensor 

networks must provide mechanisms to satisfy these QoS requirements.  

Routing in WSN is one of the techniques that are used to conserve the energy [13-

16]. Many energy conservation protocols were proposed and tested in the literature. The 

energy harvesting Home Area Network (HAN) that is deployed in SGs has special 

characteristics. The nodes in this network have no mobility and the energy source is 

renewable. A node in energy harvesting network stops its operation when its energy is 

discharged and comes back to work when it harvests enough energy. This behavior has 

similar effect on the network topology as mobility does. The difference is that if the 

nodes never die then the network is static i.e. no mobility effect. If these network 

characteristics are well exploited by a customized routing protocol, the network can meet 

QoSs that the general routing protocols fail to do. The work in this thesis aims to develop 

a routing protocol that takes the node’s remaining energy, energy harvesting capability, 

and route path sum of energy in consideration in building the routes. In addition, a route 

repair technique is also implemented. Following is the list of contributions of this thesis: 

 Modify the control plane of AODV protocol to collect the nodes energy information 

including the minimum energy in the route, the minimum energy harvesting rate in 

the route, and the sum of energy of all nodes in the path.  

 Develop a route selection criteria based on the energy information where the 

minimum energy has the top priority.  
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 Develop a route selection criteria based on the energy information where the sum of 

energy has the top priority. 

 Develop a local route repair mechanism by discovering a bypass route.  

 Compare the performance of EHAODV protocol with original AODV protocol by 

testing them in ns-3 simulator. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of energy harvesting techniques and energy 

harvesting model of ns-3 simulation package. Chapter 3 discusses the related work of 

energy-aware routing protocols. Chapter 4 describes the comparison study of fixed 

battery and energy harvesting sources in WSN using AODV protocol. C hapter 5 

discusses in detail our proposed energy harvesting aware protocol called EHAODV. 

Chapter 6 describes the comparison study of EHAODV and the original AODV protocol 

using ns-3. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 7.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 

ENERGY HARVESTING 

In this chapter we present the common energy harvesting techniques in WSNs and also 

present the energy harvesting model of ns-3 simulation package. 

2.1 Energy Harvesting Techniques 

Wireless sensor networks powered by ambient energy harvesting (WSN-HEAP) is 

a concept in which the sensor node uses one or more energy harvesting module to harvest 

the ambient energy such as light, vibration and heat from the environment and store the 

harvested energy in a capacitor [11]. The differences in the system architecture between a 

battery-powered wireless sensor node and WSN-HEAP node are shown in Figure 2.1 

 

Figure 2.1 Battery-operated wireless sensor versus  WSN-HEAP node [17]. 

The goal of WSN-HEAP is to maximize the throughput and minimize the delay since the 

energy is renewable and the concept of network lifetime does not exist. On the other  

hand, the throughput and delay are usually traded off in battery-powered networks to 

achieve a longer network lifetime. The protocol design in WSN-HEAP is designed such 
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that the node is alternating between sleep and wakeup modes in order to save the 

harvested energy as much as possible. The harvesting rate of a node varies across time 

and the type of the energy harvester.  

The renewable energy technology is not new; while using it with small devices as sensors 

is a new challenge. The common renewable energy techniques include but not limited to 

hydro electric power generation using water, wind turbines, solar panels, and thermal 

sources. The renewable energy technology has to be comparable in size with the sensors. 

The most appropriate energy harvesting technologies for WSNs are solar, mechanical, 

and thermal. 

2.1.1 Solar Energy Harvesting Technique 

Among the different energy harvesting techniques, solar power is the most 

spreading and mature one. The downside of solar power is that it is capable of generating 

energy only with the existence of sun or artificial light. On the other hand, the existing 

solar power systems are traditionally not designed to be used with small scale and low 

energy consumption systems such as WSNs. Recently, advancements in the photovoltaic 

technology are introduced such that solar cells with area close to one     are available 

[18]. A photovoltaic system called GaAs, which is a high efficiency solar cell designed 

for indoor light. Its power density was found to be over 3x greater than Dye sensitized 

solar cells (DSSC) modules under indoor light levels [19]. An energy prediction model 

named Pro-Energy was proposed in [20]. The model leverages the past energy 

observations of multiple harvesting sources and provide accurate estimation of future 

energy availability. The model was tested on real life solar and wind traces. A solar 

energy harvesting circuit using an adaptive maximum power point tracker (MPPT) that 
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ensures that the energy is not lost during the transfer from the harvester to the energy 

storage device for 1-mW solar-powered mote was presented in [21]. The proposed circuit 

achieved fast transient response, small steady state oscillation, and low power 

consumption. 

2.1.2 Mechanical Energy Harvesting Technique  

The movement and vibration and other forms of kinetic energy of objects can be 

exploited to generate electric energy. Vibrations exist in bridges and roads because of the 

vehicles movement. It also exists at the body operating motors and engines [22]. 

Piezoelectric energy conversion is commonly used method to transform the mechanical 

energy into electrical energy [23]. An energy harvesting shoe system for podiatric 

sensing was introduced in [24]. The system generates from 10 to 20 µJ per step. 

2.1.3 Thermal Energy Harvesting Technique 

The temperature difference between two ends of a conductor results in a heat flow 

which results in diffusion of charge carriers. The flow of charge carriers between the hot 

and cold regions in turn creates a voltage difference. An energy harvesting circuit uses 

hybrid of indoor light and thermal was proposed in [25] to extend the lifetime of sensor 

nodes. The circuit harvested an average of 620 µW at an average indoor solar irradiance 

of 1010 lux and a thermal gradient of 10 degrees. The area of the solar panel used is 

about 16 cm2. In [26], an thermoelectric energy harvester was integrated into a shirt and 

tested on people in real life. It generated power in the range of 0.5 to 5 mW at ambient 

temperatures of 15 °C to 27 °C, respectively. 
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The authors of [11] identified that the total harvested energy of the state of the art 

harvesters is not enough to power the sensor node continuously. Table 2.1 shows 

different energy harvesting technologies and its corresponding harvesting rates with 10 

    harvesting material. The achievable duty cycle of Crossbow MICAz sensor 

according to each harvester is shown. 

Table 2.1 Achievable duty cycle by MICAz with 10 squared cm harvesting material. 

Technology Energy Harvesting Rate (mW) Duty Cycle % 

Vibration - electromagnetic 0.04 0.05 

Vibration - piezoelectric 5 6 

Vibration - electrostatic 0.038 0.05 

Thermoelectric 0.6 0.72 

Solar - direct sunlight 37 45 

Solar - indoor 0.032 0.04 

 

2.2 Energy Harvesting Model 

In order to simulate a network that considers the nodes energy consumption, an 

energy model is needed. Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) has an energy model described in 

[27] which was added to ns-3 version 3.9. The energy framework of ns-3 consists of two 

basic models. The first one is the energy source model which represents the node energy 

supply source. Examples of this is linear and Li- ion battery models. The other one is the 

device energy model, which represents the energy consumption of the node such as Wi-Fi 

radio model. An energy-harvesting model was recently implemented in ns-3 version 3.21. 

This model allows the energy source remaining energy to increase based on predefined 

configurations. A uniformly distributed random amount of energy is added to the 

remaining energy of the energy source every second. There are two attributes that affect 
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the harvesting rate; minimum harvestable power (minhp) and maximum harvestable 

power (maxhp). The actual harvested energy every second is a uniformly distributed 

value that lies between minhp and maxhp: 

                                                                                        

The available energy in a node in idle time i.e. no energy consumption, can be 

represented as a function of time as following: 

          

 

 

                                                                    

Where AE(t) is the available energy at time t, IE is the initial energy. In order to verify 

the energy-harvesting model, we have conducted a simulation experiment where we 

traced the available energy in a node. minhp and maxhp values were set to 0 and 4.57 

mW respectively. Figure 2.2 shows two curves representing the available energy of the 

node. 
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Figure 2.2 Available energy of the node. 
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energy was decreasing. Close to time 310 s the node was turned off again. The process of 

turning the node on and off based on its energy level continues until the end of the 

simulation. It is clear that the node consumes energy more than it harvests.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter we survey the related work in energy aware and energy-harvesting aware 

routing protocols in WSNs. 

Doost et al. [28] proposed a routing metric based on the charging ability of the 

sensor nodes. The proposed metric aims to prolong the network lifetime by forming the 

routes with nodes that have the best energy charging characteristics. The method includes 

an optimization function that derives 1) the node charging time (   ) in which the node 

don’t transmit data but only charges its capacitor, 2) node transmission time (   ) in 

which the node is allowed to send and receive data. A new routing metric based on the 

node charging time is proposed. Charging time is defined as the time needed for the node 

battery to be fully charged. The node also measures the     standard deviation over 

multiple trials. AODV protocol was modified based on this approach as following. RREQ 

packet was modified to include the tuple                       that travels over 

path  .        represents the maximum charging time considering all the nodes in path 

 .        is the associated standard deviation of the maximum charging time value. A 

node might update        value if its own     is greater than       . Each node in the 

path introduces a forwarding delay of the RREQ based on its own charging rate. The 

delay equals to the sum of the charging time and its standard deviation divided by a 

factor. This ensures that the RREQ of best routes arrives at the destination first. At the 

destination, multiple RREQs are received from multiple paths. The destination waits for 
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certain period of time then chooses the path with the lowest value of charging time and 

sends RREP message through that chosen path. This work supports single path routing 

where the best path is chosen by the destination. Moreover, the energy harvesting 

technique in this work is limited to wireless electromagnetic waves. 

Tan and Bose [29] proposed a power aware routing protocol for MANETs based on 

AODV called PAW-AODV. The routes in PAW-AODV are chosen based on a power-

based cost function. The cost function of a route is the sum of the cost functions of the 

individual nodes along the route, where the cost function of individual node depends on 

the available battery power of the node. The aim of PAW-AODV is to choose a route   

with least cost. The proposed cost function is defined as  in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).       is 

the cost function of node   at time  .       is the available battery power of node i at time 

t. 

      
 

     
   for node                                     (1) 

              for all nodes    that lie on route               (2) 

        is a new field added to RREQ control message to store the route cost as the 

RREQ packet propagates in the network.         is a new field added to RREP control 

message to store the route cost from the source to destination. Similarly,         field is 

added to RREP message to compute the forward route cost at each node. The node cost is 

divided into four zones based on the available battery power where each zone is assigned 

a fixed cost. The node cost doesn’t change instantaneously as the available power 

changes. Instead, the cost changes if the available power moves from one zone to 

another. This reduces the overhead of the route cost maintenance. PAW-AODV is a 
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single path routing protocol. It considers the energy in general but not the energy 

harvesting. 

Lotfi et al. [30] proposed a routing protocol based on power-aware cost function. 

Additional variables were added to the route request message to collect necessary 

information throughout the network and make decision about routing. Request size 

(       ) field represents the size of data that the source node is going to send. Unstable 

Nodes Count field holds the number of unstable nodes which has a rate of change in the 

number of neighbors higher than a threshold. Sum of Neighbors field holds the sum of 

neighbors of all nodes a cross the path. Sum of Buffered Packets field holds the sum of 

buffered packets in all nodes a cross the path. Each node calculates its remaining life time 

by dividing it residual energy by the average energy consumption per second. Nodes with 

remaining life time less than the time needed to send the data packets drops the route 

request packet and hence leads to constructing a new path. The cost is calculated at the 

destination as a sum of weighted values of the above three fields. The destination sends a 

route reply message throughout the path of least cost. The routing protocol in this work is 

a single path. The best path is chosen at the destination. It doesn’t utilize the collected 

energy information for route maintenance. 

Poongkuzhali et al. [31] proposed Optimized Power Reactive Routing (OPRR) 

protocol for MANETs based on AODV. The technique includes adding a new field to the 

RREQ message. The new field maintains the available power of all neighboring nodes of 

the entire path. While the RREQ is propagating, each node adds the sum of available 

power of its neighboring nodes to the power field. The intermediate node that receives 

the RREQ and has a forward path to the destination is not allowed to respond by a RREP. 
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Instead, the RREP is always initiated by the destination node. The destination might 

receive the RREQ from multiple paths. The destination calculates the average power of 

each path based on the power field and the number of hops. The destination replies with a 

RREP message for the path with highest average power and lowest hop count. The 

problem of this approach is that the average path power alone is not sufficient to identify 

the best path. According to this approach, a best path could consist of a node that has 

very low energy. In addition, this approach doesn’t utilize the routing information in the 

intermediate nodes and it is a single path routing protocol.  

Alshanyour and Baroudi [32] proposed Bypass-AODV, which is a local recovery 

protocol to enhance the performance of AODV. Instead of reconstructing a full route on 

the occurrence of route errors, Bypass-AODV uses cross- layer MAC-notification to 

identify mobility-related link break, and then setup a bypass between the broken-link end 

nodes via an alternative node while keeps on the rest of the route. The simulation results 

showed that Bypass-AODV outperformed original AODV in terms of throughput and 

packet drop ratio. If used in energy harvesting network, Bypass-AODV can meet QoS 

such as network availability and low latency.  

The authors of [33] proposed an Enhanced Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector 

routing protocol (EAODV). EAODV searches for paths that consist of nodes that have 

the most proper transmitting power. Also it chooses the minimal power consumption 

route through comparing the existent routes. The results showed that EAODV reduced 

the transmitting power and also reduced the collisions.  
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Authors of [34] proposed Energy Harvesting Aware Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 

Vector Routing Protocol (AODVEHA) that make use of the energy harvesting capability 

of the sensor nodes in the network, The protocol reduced the packet delivery energy cost 

in comparison to original AODV. 

Table 3.1 shows the different routing metrics of the different protocols that we 

surveyed in the literature. In EHAODV, three metrics were used in addition to route 

repair mechanism. The remaining energy of the node and the average energy in the path 

are directly obtained from the node, it don’t need for history information to be collected. 

While the energy harvesting rate differs from time to another, so a moving average of 

history readings can be used. In our simulation we used a uniform distribution for the 

energy harvesting rate so we used the mean value. The remaining node life time metric 

can’t be obtained directly from the node. This metric depends on other parameters such 

that the node remaining energy, node harvesting rate, and the traffic load on the node.  

Request size metric help in making a decision whether to send data now or wait based on 

the energy information in the path.  

Table 3.1 Different routing metrics which used in the energy-aware protocols in the 
literature. 

Protocol 
Metric 

Remaining 
energy 

Energy 
harvesting rate 

Average 
energy 

Route 
repair 

Remaining 
lifetime 

Request 
size 

EHAODV       

Doost et al.       

Tan, Bose       

Lotfi et al.        

Poongkuzhali et al.       

Gong et al.       
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We didn’t find in the literature a routing protocol for WSN that has all the 

characteristics that are targeted in this work. The target of this work is to come up with 

specially designed routing protocol for energy harvesting based networks that targets 

QoS such as high throughput, low packet loss ratio, and low network latency. The 

proposed protocol exploits the nodes remaining energy, energy harvesting rate, and path 

sum of energy in building the routes. In addition, the proposed protocol consists of a 

route repair technique. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 

AODV UNDER ENERGY HARVESTING 

AODV is a routing protocol that was adopted by Zigbee for mesh network [35]. 

However, not much work exists in literature that explores deeply the capabilities of 

AODV under energy harvesting. In this chapter, extensive simulation experiments have 

been conducted using ns-3 simulator to study the behavior of AODV for energy-

harvested and limited-battery WSN assuming total supply energy is the same for both 

approaches. The purpose of this chapter is to test the behavior of AODV under energy 

harvesting environment and to understand the effect of turning the sensor nodes on and 

off on the performance of the network. We have compared AODV for both approaches 

using different performance metrics.  

4.1 Simulation Setup 

Network simulator 3 (ns-3) version 3.21 was used to simulate the network. ns-3 is a 

discrete-event simulator used in research and education [36]. It is open source software 

written in C++. The simulation parameters of the test environment are summarized in 

Table 4.1. We have considered two simulation scenarios: energy harvesting and fixed 

battery. 
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Table 4.1 Simulation Parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Test Area 560m X 560m 

Number of nodes 81 

Placement 9 X 9 grid 

Radio range 100 m 

Nodes separation 70 m 

Transmission bandwidth 6Mbps 

Traffic type Continuous rate of 2 Kbps, TCP 

Number of sources Varying 2-12 

Packet payload size 300 Bytes 

Sink Single sink node at the center 

Source to destination  

physical distance 
4 hops 

Routing protocol AODV 

Simulation time 2000 sec 

Scenario replications 40 

 

In both scenarios, there are 81 nodes placed in 9X9 square grid pattern as shown in 

Figure 4.1. The nodes are geographically fixed i.e. no mobility is considered in the 

network as the nodes power outages have a similar effect on the network as the mobility 

does. A node reaches eight other nodes directly if it is at the center and three other nodes 

if it is at the corner. The network topology, number of nodes, and radio range parameters 

are close to related work in [29]. The energy model parameters are discussed in section 

6.1.1. The sink is placed at the center of the network so it has a highest number of 

neighbors and to assure fair energy consumption in all the regions in the network.  
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Figure 4.1  Nodes placement. 

The Sink node is fixed at the center to guarantee fair energy consumption in all of the 

nodes. The source nodes are randomly chosen from the edges. Hence the hop-count of the 

shortest path from any source to the destination is four. AODV protocol was used in both 

scenarios as layer-3 routing protocol. The source node starts sending TCP traffic to the 

sink as soon as there is a valid route to it. We assume that each source has exhaustive 

packets, so data transmission will only stop when the simulation ends. In add ition, both 

scenarios are assumed to leverage the same total energy budget. For example, if we have 

n nodes with n batteries and each battery has 1J, then we have nJ as a starting budget for 

the battery based scenario. For the energy-harvesting scenario, the simulation continues 

until the total of nJ is harvested. This way makes our comparison fair where each 

scenario has the same energy budget.  
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4.1.1 Energy-harvesting Scenario 

In this scenario the nodes depend on the harvested energy in order to operate. The 

nodes are supplied with 0.3 J as initial energy.  This amount of energy is enough for the 

nodes to initiate the communication. The energy harvesting rate of the nodes is uniformly 

distributed between 0 to       . That is each node is expected to harvest        . For 

a simulation time of 1000 seconds, the expected harvested energy of the node is       . 

The total available energy for each node equals the harvested energy plus the initial 

energy. Therefore, the available energy of each node is 2.55 J. Whenever the energy of a 

node reaches zero, it is turned off so that it stops sending or receiving any data, but it 

continues harvesting energy. If a node is turned off, then the source node will construct a 

new route when needed. When a dead node (i.e. turned off) harvests a sum of 0.3 

(      ) J, it is turned on, so that it can participate in the communication.        stands 

for the setting rise threshold. The initial energy, energy harvesting rate, and RiseTh are 

chosen such that the nodes available energy is not always low and not always high. Low 

energy available energy causes a high number of power outages in the network and high 

available energy causes few of power outages. 

4.1.2 Fixed Energy Scenario 

In this scenario the nodes depend on a fixed battery as energy source. The nodes 

don’t harvest any energy in this scenario. The nodes are supplied with 2.6 J at the 

beginning of the simulation. After starting the simulation, the nodes start communicating 

and hence losing its energy until they die. When a node dies, it can’t participa te in the 

communication for remaining simulation. If a dead node was participating in an active 

route, the nodes in that route reconstruct a new route to the sink. Both scenarios were run 
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with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 sources concurrently. Increasing the number of sources will 

increase the total traffic in the network. Each simulation was replicated 40 times with 

randomly selected source nodes in order to reach 90% confidence interval. The 

replications are independent as each simulation has different seed value. 

4.2 Performance Metrics 

The energy consumption is proportional to the number of sources. More sources in 

the network means more traffic is carried in the network. In this work, a power outage is 

defined as a node goes from on state to off state. With low number of sources, the nodes 

power outages are rare. Ns-3 software package has a flow monitor module that provides a 

flexible system to measure the performance of the network. The module uses probes, 

installed in network nodes, to track the packets exchanged by the nodes, and it will 

measure a number of parameters. Packets are divided according to the flow they belong 

to, where each flow is defined according to the probe’s characteristics. For IP, a flow is 

defined as the packets with the same protocol, source IP, source port, destination IP, and 

destination port tuple. The probes measure the packet bytes including IP headers while 

layer-2 headers are not included [37]. In order to evaluate both scenarios and other 

scenarios in this thesis; we shall use all or some of the following performance metrics: 

1. Total Received Bytes at the Sink 

This metric traces the number of received bytes (transport layer) at the sink node from all 

source nodes. The total received bytes increases as the number of sources increases. 
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2. Packet Loss Ratio 

For each TCP flow, it traces the number of transmitted packets at the source and the 

number of received packets at the sink. Packet lost ratio equals the number of lost packets 

divided by the number of sent packets. The packet loss ratio of the simulation equals the 

average packet loss ratio for all TCP flows. 

3. End-to-End Delay 

It is the time that a packet takes to travel from the source until it reaches the sink node. 

This metric is calculated for all the transmitted packets then the average value is traced.  

4. Total Consumed Energy 

It is the total energy consumed by all of nodes during the simulation. The total consumed 

energy is proportional to the total sent/received packets.  

5. Total Number of Alive Nodes around the Sink 

This metric traces the state of the neighboring nodes of the sink whether they are on or 

off. 

6. Average Goodput per Flow 

Throughput is defined as the quantity of error- free data that is transmitted per unit of 

time. Goodput is defined as the application layer throughput [38]. This metric traces the 

number of received bytes per flow and divides it over the total flow time. 

7. Total Number of Power Outages 

This metric traces the total number of power outages in the network across the entire 

simulation. 
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4.3 Simulation Results 

As we mentioned above, we will discuss the simulation results for five performance 

metrics for each scenario. The simulation was replicated for 40 times at each point. The 

confidence intervals were calculated at 90% confidence level.  

Figure 4.2 shows the total received bytes at the sink. When the number of sources is less 

than four, the network is able to operate with rare outages. The sink node received almost 

the same number of bytes in both scenarios. When the number of sources increased to 

twelve, more energy was consumed which caused more power outages in energy-

harvesting scenario and higher number of nodes die in fixed-energy scenario. The sink 

node in the energy-harvesting scenario received twice the number of bytes as the sink 

received in the fixed energy scenario.  

 

Figure 4.2  Total number of received bytes at the sink. 
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The amount of energy in the fixed-energy scenario is limited. When the number of 

sources is low, they successfully sent their data to the sink. When the number of sources 

is higher than six, the network is not capable to serve all the requests because of the 

power outages, so the total received bytes at the sink was not increasing.  

Figure 4.3 shows the packet loss ratio. As the number of power outages is rare at low 

number of sources, the packet loss ratio was close to each other in both scenarios. The 

larger the number of sources, the more power outages are experienced by the routes. 

These power outages cause the packets in the intermediate nodes to be lost. The packet 

loss ratio for fixed energy scenario is doubled when twelve TCP connections are running 

simultaneously. 

 

Figure 4.3  Average packet loss ratio per flow. 
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On the other hand, AODV with energy-harvesting scenario has experienced higher delay 

than fixed-energy scenario as shown in Figure 4.4. Both scenarios behave the same when 

small number of TCP sessions are running. For instance, when there are twelve TCP 

connections, the average end-to-end delay for energy-harvesting scenario is about 29 ms 

with about 23% increment compared to fixed energy scenario. 

 

Figure 4.4  Average packet end-to-end delay per flow. 
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might be equal but the consumed energy could be different. When the number of sources 

increases, power outages become imminent under energy-harvesting scenario. This 

results in packet loss and packet retransmission. Even the total received bytes at number 

of sources of six for energy harvesting is twice the fixed energy, but the consumed energy 

is the same for both scenarios at the same point. At higher number of sources, the 

consumed energy for energy harvesting scenario is roughly 30% higher than the 

consumed energy of fixed energy. This is because the total received bytes is higher for 

energy harvesting scenario.  

 

Figure 4.5  Total consumed energy of all nodes. 
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consumed energy. This situation explains why the energy-harvesting scenario is more 

efficient than the fixed energy scenario in using the energy. In order to understand why 

the sink received more packets in the energy harvesting-scenario than the fixed energy 

scenario, the number of alive nodes that surrounds the sink versus time is shown in 

Figure 4.6. As shown in Figure 4.1, the sink node is located at the center of the network. 

There are a maximum of eight active neighboring nodes. At the beginning of the 

simulation, all of the nodes are working in both scenarios as seen in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6  Number of alive nodes around the sink. 

The neighboring nodes in the energy-harvesting scenario start dying before completing 

the first 100s. Around time 200s, seven neighboring nodes were turned off. In the fixed 

energy scenario, it takes much longer time until the sink’s neighboring nodes start going 

down. Around time instant 1300s, all the neighboring nodes were down. For the fixed 

energy scenario, when all the sink’s neighboring nodes are down, the source nodes 
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cannot construct a path to the sink so that no more data can reach the sink. On the other 

hand, the sink in the energy-harvesting scenario is never disconnected. While in the fixed 

energy scenario it was disconnected in the last 700s of the simulation. It is worth to note 

that the sink’s surrounding nodes exhibit a cyclic behavior where it rarely happens that all 

nodes are down. This interesting finding is due to the energy statistical multiplexing 

where not all surrounding nodes have sufficient energy at the same time. Consequently, 

these nodes are alternating this status (active/turned-off) such that there is always at least 

one active node that connects the sink to the rest of the network. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Energy harvesting based WSN is getting a lot of momentum and attention because 

of its ability to provide continuous supply of power. Nevertheless, the path for widely 

proliferation in industrial applications still needs to overcome several challenges such as 

supporting QoS routing. The energy harvesting scenario outperformed the fixed energy 

scenario in the total received bytes at the sink. While the fixed energy scenario 

outperformed the energy harvesting scenario in the packet loss ratio and end-end delay. 

This result can be explained if we understand how the simulation goes. In the fixed 

energy scenario, the sources send their packets without severe problems until the nodes 

energy start going down. A power outage in the fixed scenario can’t be repaired later. 

The neighboring nodes of the sink transmit the higher number of packets so they are the 

first nodes which are turned off. When all neighboring nodes are turned off, the sink node 

which is at the center is disconnected from the network so it can’t receive any more 

packets. In the energy harvesting scenario, the power outages starts early as the nodes 

have low initial energy. But the power outages in the energy harvesting scenario are 
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repairable. If a node can’t construct a route to the sink, after some time it will be able to 

do that as some nodes are turned on. Energy harvesting aware route protocols that 

chooses the best route based on the energy and the harvesting rate of the nodes can 

decrease the total outages in the energy harvesting scenario.  
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5 CHAPTER 5 

ENERGY HARVESTING AWARE AD-HOC ON-

DEMAND DISTANCE VECTOR 

The routing protocol is responsible for building the communication paths from the 

source to destination. Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) is a well-known 

routing protocol widely used in WSN and smart grid (SG) communication [39]. AODV 

supports both unicast and broadcast routing [40]. Our solution is based on modifying 

AODV protocol to collect the node remaining energy and energy harvesting information 

along the route discovery path and using this information in addition to the hop-count in 

the route selection criteria. The goals of collecting the energy information are as follows: 

1) exclude nodes, which have energy level less than a pre specified threshold from being 

a part of any routing path, 2) choose nodes, which have sufficient energy level to carry 

the communication session. 

5.1 Modifying AODV to Collect Node’s Energy Information  

The node’s energy level and energy harvesting rate play a major role in the 

proposed protocol; Energy Harvesting Aware Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

(EHAODV). The node has a battery where the node saves its energy in it. Zero battery 

level indicates that the node energy is fully discharged. The battery capacity is assumed 

to be high enough so that the node can save all its harvested energy. The node battery 

level varies continuously based on the node activity. Each time the node receives or sends 
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a packet, it loses some energy. Depending on the availability of ambient energy, the node 

charges its battery. It is essential to optimize the routing so that the harvested energy 

doesn’t get wasted. We propose adding three fields to RREQ and RREP packets of 

AODV. The first field is minEnergy, which stores the minimum available energy of the 

nodes along the path in which the RREQ or the RREP is propagating. The second field  is 

sumEnergy, which stores the sum of the available energy of all nodes along the path in 

which the RREQ or the RREP is propagating. The third field is minHarRate, which stores 

the minimum energy harvesting rate of the nodes along the path in which the RREQ or 

the RREP is propagating. These three fields along with the hop count will be used as 

criteria to choose the best route. Figure 5.1 shows the proposed format of RREQ. The 

added fields are shown in bold. 

 0                   1                   2                   3 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|     Type      |J|R|G|D|U|   Reserved          |   Hop Count   | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                            RREQ ID                            | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                    Destination IP Address                     | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                  Destination Sequence Number                  | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                    Originator IP Address                      | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                  Originator Sequence Number                   | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|       Minimum Energy          |        Sum of Energy          | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

| Minimum Energy Harvesting Rate| 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Figure 5.1 RREQ format of EHAODV [10]. 

The proposed fields are added to RREQ message in order to trace the energy information 

in the reverse route entries while the RREQ is propagating and added to the RREP 
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message to trace the energy information in the forward routing entries while the RREP is 

traveling to the originator node. 

Figure 5.2 shows the proposed format of RREP. The added fields are shown in bold.  

 0                   1                   2                   3 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|     Type      |R|A|    Reserved     |Prefix Sz|   Hop Count   | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                     Destination IP address                    | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                  Destination Sequence Number                  | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                    Originator IP address                      | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|                           Lifetime                            | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

|       Minimum Energy          |        Sum of Energy          | 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

| Minimum Energy Harvesting Rate| 

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Figure 5.2 RREP format of EHAODV [10]. 

When the source node has data packet destined to a remote node, it checks its routing 

table whether a route already exists for that node or no. If no route exists for the 

destination, the source begins a route discovery process. The route discovery process is 

initiated by the source node by broadcasting a RREQ message which is then flooded in 

the network. The destination IP address in the RREQ is set to the IP address of the 

destination node. Figure 5.3 explains how the node deals with the energy fields. The 

route entries have a timeout value that indicating the freshness of the route. Initially, 

minEnergy and sumEnergy are set to the source remaining energy and minHarRate is set 

to the source energy harvesting rate. Once the RREQ reaches a neighboring node, the 

node builds a reverse route to the originator. Then it compares its remaining energy with 

minEnergy filed in the RREQ message. If the node’s remaining energy is less than 
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minEnergy field, it updates the RREQ with its energy. Otherwise, it leaves the value as it 

is. The node adds its remaining energy to sumEnergy field in the RREQ and update the 

field with the sum. The process of updating minHarRate is similar to minEnergy. The 

node updates the field if its energy harvesting rate is less than the RREQ field, else it 

keep the value as it is. Then the node checks if it is the desired destination. If not, it 

broadcasts the RREQ to its neighboring node. This process continues until the RREQ 

reaches the desired destination. 

 

Figure 5.3 Energy fields update process in EHAODV. 
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When an intermediate node receives a RREQ to a destination that it already has a valid 

route to it, the intermediate node responds with a RREP message. The node compares its 

remaining energy with the minimum energy in the route entry and sets the minimum of 

them in the RREP message. The node does the same thing for the minimum harvesting 

rate field. It also adds its remaining energy to the sum of energy of the existing route and 

sets the sum in the RREP field. When the destination node receives a RREQ it replies 

with a RREP message where minimum energy, minimum harvesting rate and sum of 

energy fields are set to the destination values. 

Figure 5.4 shows a linear network topology that consists of four nodes. Node S has data 

to be sent to node D but it hasn’t a route to it. So it starts a route discovery process by 

broadcasting a RREQ message with destination D. As the intermediate node B doesn’t 

have a route to the destination, it updates the RREQ message based on its energy 

information and rebroadcasts the message. The same processing happens at node C. Once 

the RREQ reaches D, it replies with a RREP message. 

 

Figure 5.4 Route discovery process in EHAODV. 
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destination nodes. After the route discovery process finishes, node S learns that it can 

reach node D where next-hop is B and path minimum energy equals 0.7, and path sum of 

energy equals 3.3, and path minimum harvesting rate equals 4. Table 5.1 shows the 

routing table of node S. it consists of two entries. The first entry is for the neighboring 

node B. The route entries for the neighboring nodes are automatically created in AODV 

after exchanging the hello messages. The process of creating the routes to neighboring 

nodes is called local connectivity. The second route entry is for the destination node D. 

this entry is created after the route discovery process that is shown in Figure 5.4 took 

place. 

Table 5.1 The routing table of node S of Figure 5.4. 

Destination Next-hop Hop-count Min energy Min harvesting rate Sum of energy 

B B 1 0.7 5 1.6 

D B 3 0.7 4 3.3 

 

5.2 Route Selection Criteria 

Route selection is a basic component of every routing protocol. The route selection 

is based on metrics including path length, bandwidth, delay, hop count, etc. [41]. AODV 

protocol is a single path routing protocol i.e. the source creates only one route entry to the 

destination. AOMDV is a multipath version of AODV [42]. It builds multiple paths 

during route discovery. When a route is broken, the protocol picks another route from the 

table. 

As mentioned earlier, the energy fields along with the hop-count of the route are 

used in EHAODV to choose the best route to the destination. The source node can 
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receive multiple RREP messages from different paths. In AODV, when the source node 

receives the first RREP, it creates a route based on that RREP. Before it starts sending 

data and during the route discovery process, if the source node receives a new RREP with 

lower number of hops, the node updates its routing table with the new path. In EHAODV 

the selection criteria depends on the route minEnergy, sumEnergy, and minHR in 

addition to hop-count. 

Two energy thresholds are used in EHAODV. The first one is the normal energy 

threshold (Enormth) which indicates a high level of energy in which the node is capable 

to operate for enough time before dying. The second threshold is the minimum energy 

threshold (Eminth) which indicates a low level of energy. When the node energy level 

becomes less than Eminth, the node stops operating to avoid power outage. A node with 

available energy less than Eminth is avoided when choosing the route if there is any other 

route with minE higher than Eminth. The source node never builds a route that doesn’t 

satisfy the condition of minimum energy being higher than Eminth. As shown in Figure 

5.5, the source node tries a new route discovery process when the route minimum energy 

is less than Eminth. The number of route discovery retries is limited to  RreqRetries 

threshold that controls the maximum number of retransmissions of RREQ to discover a 

route.   
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Figure 5.5 Route acceptance criteria in EHAODV. 

We have considered two route selection methods. The first method considers the average 
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Figure 5.6 Route selection based on average energy and harvesting rate . 
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Figure 5.7 Route selection based on minimum energy, hop-count, and energy 

harvesting rate . 

In the case where two available routes have the same hop-count and same minimum 
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closer to the source node lists all the destinations that are not reachable because of the 

loss of the link in the RERR. The neighboring nodes that receive the RERR message 

mark the route to destination as invalid and propagate the RERR until it reaches the 

source node. The source node can reinitiate a route discovery if the route is still needed.  

The local connectivity in AODV is managed by broadcasting messages sent by 

neighboring nodes. When a broadcast message is received from a specific neighbor, the 

lifetime field associated with that neighbor in the routing table is updated. Each node is 

required to send a Hello packet every Hello_Interval to inform its neighbors that it is still 

in the vicinity. The Hello message contains the node’s IP and the current sequence 

number. 

A link break might occur during an active communication session. In AODV, this kind of 

route break causes the source node to create a new route and resend the data again. We 

propose modifying this behavior such that the node upstream searches for a bypass route 

to the sink. 

 

Figure 5.8 Local route repair in EHAODV. 
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In Figure 5.8, suppose that a route is created through nodes S-E-F-G-D and a data session 

is running. During that and before the data session is finished, the energy of node G was 

drained and hence F-G link is broken, F realizes a link break in the route during active 

session so it buffers the incoming packets from S and sends RERR message to S to notify 

it to extend the route lifetime. Node F initiates a local route repair through its neighboring 

nodes. For example, the bypass route F-C-B-D is built and used to resume the data 

session between S and D. F sends the buffered packets to D through the newly discovered 

route. If the node upstream fails in repairing the broken link during the route active 

timeout interval, the source node reinitiates a route discovery to send the data again.  

The same format of RERR message of AODV was used. The No_delete_flag (N) is 

exploited to implement the route repair mechanism. In EHAODV, the intermediate node 

sets the flag to true such that the upstream nodes don’t invalidate the unreachable routes 

in the RERR. When a node receives a RERR with flag N set to true, it resets the route 

active timeout to its initial value.  
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Figure 5.9 Route state diagram of the source and upstream nodes during route repair 

process. 
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route timeout value is set to the initial value and the node enters a waiting state. If the 

route discovery at the node upstream succeeds, the node resumes sending the queued 

packets to the destination; otherwise, the route is marked as invalid. When the source 

node receives ACK packet from the destination, the source resume sending packets to the 

destination. Otherwise, if timeout is triggered and no packet is received from the 

upstream node, the source node is forced to invalidate the route. The timeout value in the 

route repair mechanism is the same active_route_timeout that is used in EHAODV. 
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6 CHAPTER 6 

SIMULATION AND RESULTS  

EHAODV protocol was implemented using ns-3 simulator. In this chapter, we 

introduce different simulation scenarios that show the performance of EHAODV versus 

the original AODV. The performance metrics that used were discussed in section 4.2. 

6.1 Simulation Setup 

A grid topology consists of 9X11 Wifi nodes was built as shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 Nodes placement. 
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The transmission distance of the node is 100 meters while the node displacement is 70 

meters. The outdoor transmission distance of MICAz mote is 75m to 100m [44].  A node 

located at the center can communicate directly with the surrounding eight nodes. The 

topology is fixed (i.e. the nodes don’t move from their initial location). One sink 

application is installed on the gray node at the right. The first left two columns of the grid 

(gray) are the source nodes. Each one of the source nodes has a file to be sent to the sink 

node. The source nodes start sending their data to the sink at the beginning of the 

simulation and stop when finish sending their file. Eighteen concurrent flows are seen at 

the sink node. The rest of the nodes are used as relay nodes to connect the sources with 

the sink. 

The AODV protocol has many parameters that affect the routing process. These 

parameters include timeout, buffer size, threshold, etc. as shown in Table 6.1. We use the 

same parameters for EHAODV. 
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Table 6.1 AODV and EHAODV protocol parameters [10]. 

Parameter Description Value 

HelloInterval HELLO messages emission interval 1 sec 

RreqRetries 
Maximum number of retransmissions of RREQ to discover a 
route 2 

RreqRateLimit Maximum number of RREQ per second 10 

RerrRateLimit Maximum number of RERR per second 10 

NodeTraversalTime 
Conservative estimate of the average one hop traversal time 
for packets and should include queuing delays, interrupt 
processing times and transfer times 

40 
millisec 

NextHopWait 
Period of our waiting for the neighbour's RREP_ACK = 10 ms 
+ NodeTraversalTime 

50 
millisec 

ActiveRouteTimeout Period of time during which the route is considered to be valid 3 sec 

MyRouteTimeout Value of lifetime field in RREP generating by this node = 2 * 
max(ActiveRouteTimeout, PathDiscoveryTime) 11.2 sec 

BlackListTimeout Time for which the node is put into the blacklist = RreqRetries 
* NetTraversalTime 5.6 sec 

NetDiameter 
Net diameter measures the maximum possible number of hops 
between two nodes in the network 35 

NetTraversalTime Estimate of the average net traversal time = 2 * 
NodeTraversalTime * NetDiameter 2.8 sec 

PathDiscoveryTime Estimate of maximum time needed to find route in network = 2 
* NetTraversalTime 5.6 sec 

MaxQueueLen 
Maximum number of packets that we allow a routing protocol 
to buffer 64 

MaxQueueTime Maximum time packets can be queued 30 sec 

AllowedHelloLoss Number of hello messages which may be loss for valid link 3 

GratuitousReply Indicates whether a gratuitous RREP should be unicast to the 
node originated route discovery True 

DestinationOnly Indicates only the destination may respond to this RREQ False 

EnableHello Indicates whether a hello messages enable True 

EnableBroadcast Indicates whether a broadcast data packets forwarding enable  True 
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6.1.1 Energy Model 

The energy resource is the major issue in EHAODV. An energy model and energy 

harvesting model were installed on the nodes. The energy models of ns-3 were discussed 

in section 2.2. The nodes in the simulation start with initial amount of energy to initiate 

the communication between the nodes. Whenever a node transmits or receives data, it 

consumes energy according to the energy model parameters. The parameters that affect 

the amount of energy consumption are listed below. The values are compatible with 

MICAz mote [44]. 

- Voltage: the circuit voltage is a configurable parameter in ns-3. The default voltage 

value in ns-3 is 3V. The default value was used in the simulation.  

- The transmitter current: the default current in ns-3 is 17.4 mA. 

- The receiver current: the default current in ns-3 is 19.7 mA. 

- The transmission time: this depends on the channel bandwidth. The channel type that 

used is 6Mbps OFDM. 

The energy model has other parameters as idle, switching, and sleeping current. In the 

simulation, Tx and Rx currents were considered while other currents like idle, sleep, and 

switching are set to zero. The amount of energy consumption is calculated as Eq. 6.1[45]. 

                                                                        (6.1)  

where the time is computed as in Eq. 6.2 [46]. 

                                                                             (6.2)  

The sink node is assumed to be powerful enough such that it never turns off. 
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6.1.2 Energy Harvesting Model 

The energy harvesting model of ns-3 is described in section 2.2. The energy 

harvesting model is installed on all nodes in the simulation. The amount of the harvested 

energy is controlled by the minimum harvesting power and maximum harvested power 

parameters. The minimum harvesting power is set to zero for all nodes, while the 

maximum harvesting power is different. This simulates different energy harvesting 

capabilities of the nodes based on the availability of the ambient energy (e.g. node in the 

shade or under direct sun light). The nodes that have high maximum harvesting power 

harvests more energy than the nodes that has lower harvesting power. The maximum 

harvesting power of the nodes is modeled as a uniform random number between 2mW to 

8mW. The node harvests an amount of energy every second where this amount is a 

uniformly distributed value between the minimum harvesting power and the maximum 

harvesting power of the node. The amount of harvested energy for a node in the entire 

simulation is computed as in Eq. 6.3: 
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                                                              (6.3) 

Figure 6.2 demonstrates as snap shot of total harvested energy of the nodes for a test of 

800 sec. The X-axis and Y-axis numbers indicates the node index in the network 

topology. The minhp is set 0 and the maxhp of the nodes is chosen randomly between 2 

mW to 8 mW. The average harvesting power at any node is 2.5 mW. Then, as in Eq. 6.3, 

every node will harvest on average as high as 2J 

 

Figure 6.2 Total harvested energy per node. 

The cells with dark color indicates low amount of energy around one joule. On the other 

hand, cells with light color indicates high amount of energy around three joules. The 

amount of harvested energy of a node follows the harvesting rate value. 
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6.2 Simulation Scenarios 

In the following sections, we present different simulation scenarios that we have 

conducted to study the performance of EHAODV against the original AODV. For each 

scenario, we show the simulation parameters, results, and discussion. In section 5.2, we 

mentioned that two route selection criterions were implemented in EHAODV. In the 

following sections, EHAODV using the route average energy selection criteria is denoted 

as EHAODV-a while EHAODV using the route minimum energy selection criteria is 

denoted as EHAODV-m. Moreover, EHAODV with route repair is denoted as 

EHAODV-r.  

6.2.1 Studying the Effect of Varying Number of Hops 

In this scenario, a simulation experiment is held where the variable is the number of 

hops between the source nodes to the sink node. The number of hops represents the direct 

distance from the source nodes to the sink in terms of hops.  The goal of the scenario is to 

show the performance of EHAODV-a, EHAODV-m, and original AODV in terms of 

end-end delay, goodput, and packet loss ratio when changing the number of hops from 

the source nodes to sink. The performance metrics were discussed in section 4.2. The 

simulation parameters are shown in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 Simulation Parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Test Area 560m X 700m 

Number of nodes 99 

Placement 9 X 11 grid 

Radio range 100 m 

Nodes separation 70 m 

Transmission bandwidth 6 Mbps 

Application traffic 
On time: 5 sec, Off time: 3.1 sec 

Rate: 13 Kbps, Transport: TCP  

Number of data sources 18 

Packet size 536 Bytes 

Number of packets per source 400 packets 

Source to destination physical distance Varying 6 to 10 hops 

Energy harvesting Minhp: 0, maxhp: [2 mW – 8 mW] 

Node off time (after power outage) 50 sec 

Routing protocol AODV, EHAODV-a, EHAODV-m 

Simulation time 800 sec 

Scenario replications 30 

 

The network topology, sources, and sink are shown in Figure 6.1. The application which 

is installed on the source nodes sends data packets to the sink in on/off manner. The 

application of all nodes starts sending data at time 10s. As soon as the source has packets 

to be sent to the sink, the application sends data for five seconds at rate of 13 Kbps then 

stops sending for three seconds and so on. This process continues until the source finishes 

sending the total number of packets which is 400 in this scenario. The scenario is 

replicated 30 times to achieve 95% level of confidence.  
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The effect of physical distance between a source to a destination is studied in this 

scenario. The route hop-count can be higher than the physical distance based on the path 

that is constructed during the route discovery process. The physical distance is changed 

by moving the sink node left and right. The physical distance in Figure 6.1 is ten hops. In 

order to get physical distance of nine hops, the sink application is installed on the node 

which is one step to the left and so on.  When a node is turned off because of low energy, 

it waits for about 50 seconds in order to recharge and have enough energy and then it 

turns on. 
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Figure 6.3 Average packet end-end delay per flow. Eighteen TCP flows and file size of 

209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.3 shows the average packet end-to-end delay versus the number of physical 

hops. It is expected that the value of end-to-end delay increases when the number of hops 

is increased. The end-to-end delay is affected by the path length and the number of nodes 

in the path. Longer path increases the propagation delay while higher number of nodes 

increases the queuing and processing delay. AODV has the lowest end-to-end delay. This 

is explained by the type of selection criteria that each protocol has. AODV selects paths 

with lowest number of hops regardless of energy in each node. EHAODV-a has the 

highest end-to-end delay since it accepts paths with higher hop-count. EHAODV-m has 

end-to-end delay in between the other protocols but closer to AODV. In order to quantify 

the performance of the protocols, a two-factor full factorial design experimental design 
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analysis is done to determine the effects of the factors on the delay [47]. Table 6.3 shows 

the effects of the routing protocol and number of hops factors on the delay.  

Table 6.3 Computation of effects of the protocols on end-end delay. 

Hop-
count 

 

AODV 
 

EHAODV-a 
 

EHAODV-
m 
 

Row Sum Row Mean Row 
Effect 

6 40.91 47.07 43.43 131.41 43.80 -5.42 

7 45.14 48.99 45.94 140.07 46.69 -2.54 

8 47.03 51.32 49.35 147.70 49.23 0.0049 

9 50.50 53.06 51.05 154.61 51.53 2.307 

10 53.49 57.05 54.10 164.65 54.88 5.654 

Column 
Sum 

237.08 257.50 243.88    

Column 
Mean 

47.41 51.50 48.77  49.23  

Column 
Effect 

-1.81 2.26 -0.4544    

 

For each row (or column), we compute the mean of delay in that row (or column). 

Overall means are also computed. The difference between a row (or column) mean and 

overall mean gives the row (or column) effect. The results of the analysis are interpreted 

as follows. The packet end-to-end delay is 49.23 milliseconds with an average protocol 

and average hop-count. 

The delay with AODV is 1.81 milliseconds lower than that with an average protocol, and 

the delay with EHAODV-m is 0.45 milliseconds lower than that with an average 

protocol. The delay with EHAODV-a is 2.26 milliseconds higher than the average. This 

is equivalent to saying that the mean difference between AODV and EHAODV-m is 1.36 
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millisecond. Similarly, the mean difference between AODV and EHAODV-a is 4.07 

milliseconds. 

 
Figure 6.4 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 

8Kbps and file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.4 shows the average packet loss ratio versus the number of physical hops. Packet 

loss is caused by two reasons. The first reason is the communication interference, which 

is anything which alters, modifies, or disrupts a message as it travels along the channel 

[48]. The second reason is the node’s power outage. If a node is participating in an active 

communication flow and then dies, this causes an interruption to the flow and 

consequently loss for the packets that are sent by the source but not yet received by the 

sink. On the other hand, higher number of hops causes packet loss ratio to increase since 
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the probability of packet loss in longer path is higher than shorter paths. EHAODV-a 

achieved the lowest packet loss ratio. While the original AODV achieved highest packet 

loss ratio. 

 
Figure 6.5 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and 

file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.5 shows the average flow goodput versus number of hops. The goodput 

decreases when the hop-count increases. EHAODV-a achieved the highest goodput while 

AODV achieved the lowest. EHAODV-m performed in between the other two protocols 

but closer to EHAODV-a. The enhancement in goodput of EHAODV is higher when the 

hop-count increases. This result can be attributed to the fact that when the path from the 
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source to destination is long, it is more probable to find a better route in terms of energy 

than when the route is short.  

 

Figure 6.6 Total consumed energy per node. 

Figure 6.6 shows a snapshot of the total consumed energy of each node. The range of 

consumed energy is from 0.2 to 1.2 J. The nodes that at the middle of the topology 

consumed very high amount of energy. This is because the intermediate nodes forward 

the packets toward the sink. The nodes at the corners and the edges of the topology 

consumed less energy. It is unlikely that the nodes at the corners participate in the 

communication. The node at the middle of the column at the right is the sink. As 

expected, it consumed a low amount of energy since its energy model was configured to 

consume low energy. 

Total consumed energy per node (J)
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Figure 6.7 Total power outages per node. 

Figure 6.7 shows a snapshot of the total power outages of each node. The highest count 

of outages is four while many nodes are never turned off. The number of power outages 

of the node depends on its activity which is reflected in the total consumed energy, and 

the number of power outages. The weak nodes that are located in the middle of the 

topology have high count of power outages. Since it is unlikely that the nodes at the 

corners participate in the communication, their energy consumption is low and hence 

they were never turned off.  

Table 6.4 shows the effects of the protocols on the different performance metrics. The 

percentage of the enhancement or degradation with respect to AODV is shown. Each 

value in the table represents the average performance of the protocol with the 
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corresponding metric. The average performance metric for each protocol is computed by 

summing up the metric values at all hops points and dividing the result over the total 

number of points which is five in this scenario. For example, the goodput with 

EHAODV-a is on average 16.15% higher than AODV. Similarly, the packet loss ratio 

with EHAODV-m is on average 8.49% lower than AODV. 

Table 6.4   Computation of effects of protocols on the performance with respect to AODV. 
(+) and (-) signs indicate increment or decrement in the corresponding 
performance metric, respectively.  

Performance metric Protocol 
EHAODV-a (%) EHAODV-m (%) 

End to end delay 8.61 2.87 

Packet loss ratio -13.55 -8.49 

Goodput 16.15 12.17 

 

6.2.2 Studying the Effect of Fixed Harvesting Rate and Energy Based 

Threshold 

In this scenario we study the effect of fixed energy harvesting rate versus the 

variable energy harvesting rate in the network. In addition, we study the effect the energy 

based threshold and time based threshold. The nodes in the previous scenario have 

different energy harvesting capabilities. In this scenario the nodes are configured to have 

similar energy harvesting rate. minhp is set to 0 while maxhp is set to 5 mW for all nodes. 

The average energy-harvesting rate in this scenario is equivalent to scenario in section 

6.2.1 but the nodes in this scenario have similar harvesting capabilities.  

In the previous scenario, when a node is turned off, it waits about 50 seconds then it is 

turned on. We call this method as time based threshold. In this scenario we test the effect 
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of the threshold by using different types of threshold. When a node is turned off, it stays 

off until its remaining energy reaches 100 mJ then it is turned on. We call this method as 

energy based threshold (ebth). The two variants of configurations which are fixed 

harvesting rate and energy based threshold, are compared with EHAODV-m in the 

previous scenario. Table 6.5 shows the simulation parameters of this scenario. The other 

parameters are the same as in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.5 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol EHAODV-m, EHAODV-fhr, EHAODV-ebth 

Energy harvesting minhp: 0, maxhp: 5 mW 

Energy rise threshold 100 mW 

 

EHAODV-fhr (EHAODV with fixed energy harvesting rate) has the same configurations 

as EHAODV-m except energy harvesting rate. EHAODV-ebth has the same 

configurations as EHAODV-m but the node rise threshold is based on energy. 
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Figure 6.8 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 

8Kbps and file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.8 shows the average packet loss ratio versus number of hops. EHAODV with 

fixed energy harvesting rate achieved the lowest loss ratio.  
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Figure 6.9 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and 

file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.9 shows the average goodput versus the number of hops. EHAODV with fixed 

energy harvesting rate achieved the highest rate while EHAODV-ebth gave a close 

goodput to EHAODV-m. 
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Figure 6.10 Total power outages. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and file 

size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.10 shows the average of total power outages of each scenario versus the number 

of hops. EHAODV-fhr has the lowest number of outages. EHAODV-m and EHAODV-

ebth behave similarly in terms of outages except at number of hops of ten. The nodes in 

EHAODV-fhr scenario are with similar harvesting capabilities so there are no weak 

nodes that will die frequently. While in the other configurations, some of the nodes have 

low harvesting rate so they are turned on and off frequently. This explains why 

EHAODV-fhr outperformed other protocols in packet loss ratio and goodput. The energy 

based and time based threshold didn’t show a significant difference in the performance.  
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Table 6.6 shows the effects of the protocols on the different performance metrics. The 

percentage of the enhancement or degradation with respect to EHAODV-m is shown.   

Table 6.6 Computation of effects of protocols on the performance with respect to 
EHAODV-m. (+) and (-) signs indicate increment or decrement in the 
corresponding performance metric, respectively. 

Performance metric Protocol 
EHAODV-fhr (%) EHAODV-ebth (%) 

Packet loss ratio -4.18 1.27 

Goodput 8.84 1.19 

Power outage -31.77 -8.53 

 

6.2.3 Studying the Effect of Varying Energy Harvesting Rate 

In this scenario, a simulation experiment is conducted where the variable is the 

number of hops between the source nodes to the sink node and the energy harvesting rate  

(EHR). The goal of this scenario is to study the effect of varying energy harvesting rate 

on the network performance. EHAODV-m protocol is used in this scenario. The 

simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.7. 

Table 6.7 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol EHAODV-m 

Energy harvesting 
minhp: 0 

maxhp: [2-8], [4-10], [6-12] mW 

Source to destination physical distance Varying 6 to 10 hops 

 

The other simulation parameters of this scenario are the same as in Table 6.2 
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Figure 6.11 Average harvested energy in the network. 

Figure 6.11 shows the average harvested energy in the network versus the energy 

harvesting rate at 95% confidence level. The average harvested energy can be calculated 

as Eq. 6.3. 

Figure 6.12 shows the average packet end-to-end delay of the flows versus the number of 

hops for different energy harvesting configurations. The higher energy harvesting rate 

configuration achieved lower end-to-end delay. When maxhp is configured with higher 

value the node’s power outages is less. End-to-end delay is directly affected by the 

number of hops from the source to destination.  
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Figure 6.12 Average packet end-end delay per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate 

of 8Kbps and file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

 

Figure 6.13 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 

8Kbps and file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 
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Figure 6.13 shows the average packet loss ratio of the TCP flows versus the number of 

hops. Packet loss ratio increases as the number of hops increases. As expected, the 

configuration with highest energy harvesting rate achieved the lower packet loss ratio and 

vise versa. 

 
Figure 6.14 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and 

file size of 209Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.14 shows the average goodput of the TCP flows versus the number of hops. 

Goodput decreases as the number of hops increases. As expected, the configuratio n with 

highest energy harvesting rate achieved the highest goodput and vise versa.  
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Figure 6.15 Total power outages. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and file 

size of 209 Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.15 shows the total power outages in the network versus number of hops. 

(HER=2.5mW) achieved highest level of power outages in comparison to other 

configurations. This is because there are many weak nodes that cause the power outages 

to happen more frequently. The high level of power outages explains why the 

performance of the network with low harvesting rate is relatively poor in comparison to 

higher harvesting rate configurations.  

Table 6.8 summarizes the effects of the different energy harvesting rates on the 

performance with reference to EHR of 2.5 mW.  
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Table 6.8 Computation of effects of EHR on the performance with respect to HER = 2.5 
mW. (+) and (-) signs indicate increment or decrement in the corresponding 
performance metric, respectively. 

Performance metric EHR 
3.5 mW (%) 4.5 mW (%) 

End to end delay -5.65 -9.94 

Packet loss ratio -8.19 -14.52 

Goodput 11.41 17.51 

Power outage -54.01 -70.33 

 

6.2.4 Studying the Effect of Varying Application Data Rate 

In this section, a simulation scenario is conducted where the variable is the number 

of hops between the source nodes to the sink node and the application data rate. The goal 

of this scenario is to study the effect of the application data rate on the network 

performance. The routing protocol which used in this scenario is EHAODV-m. The 

simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol EHAODV-m 

Application traffic  
On time: 5 sec, Off time: 3 sec 

Rate: varying [10, 20, 40, 50] Kbps 

Source to destination physical distance Varying 6 to 10 hops 

 

The other simulation parameters of this scenario are same as in Table 6.2.  
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Figure 6.16 Average packet end-end delay per flow. Eighteen TCP flows with file size of 

209 Kbytes per flow. 

 
Varying the application data rate has a major effect on the delay and goodput. Figure 6.16 

shows the average packet end-to-end delay of the flows versus the number of hops for 

different application data rates. The higher number of hops increases the propagation 

delay. Increasing the application data rate causes higher queuing delay. The relation 

between the data rate and the delay is non linear. The difference in the delay when the 

rate is changed from 40 Kbps to 50 Kbps is much higher than the difference in the delay 

when the rate is changed from 10 Kbps to 20 Kbps. 
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Figure 6.17 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows with file size of 209 Kbytes 

per flow. 

Figure 6.17 shows the average goodput of the TCP flows versus the number of hops for 

different application data rates. The goodput decreases as the number of hops increases. 

In Addition, it is expected that the goodput increases as the application data rate 

increases. The relation between the application data rate and the goodput is linear when 

the utilization of the links is low. When the utilization becomes high enough, the network 

can’t achieve higher goodput [49]. 
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Figure 6.18 Average end-to-end delay versus goodput for different route length. 

Figure 6.18 shows the delay versus the goodput for different number of hops. It is clear 

that the average delay increases exponentially as the network goodput approaches 

saturation. 

If it is required to limit the delay to 55 ms, we can observe that at this delay we can 

achieve different levels of goodput based on the number of hops. When the number of 

hops is 10, the goodput is about 4.5 Kbps while it is almost doubled when the path length 

is 6 hops.  
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Figure 6.19 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows with file size of 209 
Kbytes per flow. 

Figure 6.19 shows the average packet loss ratio of the TCP flows versus the number of 

hops. Packet loss ratio increases as the number of hops increases. As expected, the 

configuration with highest application data rate generated the highest packet loss ratio 

and vise versa. 

Table 6.10 shows the effects of the different application data rates on the performance 

with reference to rate of 10 Kbps. 
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Table 6.10 Computation of effects of the application data rate  on the performance  with 
respect to data rate = 10 Kbps. Positive sign indicate increment in the 
corresponding performance metric. 

Performance metric Application data rate 
20 Kbps (%) 40 Kbps (%) 50 Kbps (%) 

End to end delay     5.59    14.57    26.58 

Packet loss ratio     6.23    13.59    18.73 

Goodput    28.25    44.60    49.74 

 

 

6.2.5 Studying the Effect of Route Repair Mechanism  

In this section, we study the full EHAODV protocol including the route repair 

mechanism explained before. We refer to EHAODV with route repair mechanism as 

EHAODV-r. The goal of the scenario is to study the performance of EHAODV-m, 

EHAODV-r, and original AODV. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.11 

Table 6.11 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol AODV, EHAODV-m, EHAODV-r 

Application traffic  
Continuous TCP traffic 

Rate: 15 Kbps 

Source to destination physical distance Varying 6 to 10 hops 

Simulation time 1000 sec 

Number of packets per source No limit 

 
The data session in this scenario is configured to be continuous so that the route is used 

until a break is happen. The number of packets per source is not limited and. The other 

simulation parameters are the same as in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.20 Average packet end-end delay per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate 

of 15 Kbps and not limited file size per flow. 

Figure 6.20 shows the average packet end-to-end delay versus the number of physical 

hops. The delay for EHAODV-r protocols achieved around 3% higher than AODV. 

AODV achieved lowest delay until number of hops equal eight, at number of hops equal 

nine, the delay of AODV where higher than EHAODV-m, and at number of hops equal 

ten, the delay of AODV is the highest. This is because EHAODV can find better routes 

when the number of hops is higher. The slight increment in EHAODV-r is caused by two 

reasons: the extra waiting in the source node when it receives no_delete_RERR, and the 

waiting time the buffered packets experience in the intermediate nodes until a new route 

is created.  
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Figure 6.21 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 15 

Kbps and not limited file size per flow. 

Figure 6.21 shows the average packet loss ratio versus the number of physical hops. 

EHAODV-m outperformed AODV in packet loss ratio with about 8.5 % as we saw in 

Figure 6.4. In this scenario, EHAODV-m is 10.9 % better than AODV. This behavior can 

be explained by the change in the traffic type as it is continuous while it was on/off in the 

other scenario. EHAODV-r is 3.7 % better than EHAODV-m. This effect is caused by 

the route repair mechanism as less number of packets is being lost when power outages 

happen.     
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Figure 6.22 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 15 Kbps 

and not limited file size per flow. 

Figure 6.22 shows the average flow goodput versus number of hops. The goodput of 

EHAODV-m is about 21.4 % higher than AODV, while it shows only 12.2 % when we 

have on/off traffic mode as in Figure 6.5. EHAODV-r shows higher goodput than 

EHAODV-m with about 3 % for number of hops less than ten. But for number of hops 

higher than ten, it shows about 8 % improvement. The improvement can be attributed to 

lower number of power outages as illustrated in Figure 6.23 and resulting in lower packet 

loss ratio and higher goodput. 
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Figure 6.23 Total power outages. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 15 Kbps and not 

limited file size per flow. 

Figure 6.23 shows the total power outages in the network versus number of hops. AODV 

achieved highest level of power outages while EHAODV-r achieved lowest level. 

Table 6.12 summarizes the effects of the protocols on the different performance metrics. 

The percentage of enhancement or degradation with respect to AODV is shown.  
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Table 6.12 Computation of effects of protocols on the performance with respect to AODV. 
(+) and (-) signs indicate increment or decrement in the corresponding 
performance metric, respectively. 

Performance metric Protocol 
EHAODV-m (%) EHAODV-r (%) 

End to end delay    -0.30     2.29 

Packet loss ratio -10.88   -14.58 

Goodput    21.35    24.96 

Power outage    -5.40    -7.74 

 

 

6.2.6 Studying the Effect of Changing Number of Data Sources 

In this scenario, a simulation experiment is held where the variable is the number of 

data sources. The goal of the scenario is to show the effect of number of sources on the 

performance of EHAODV-m in terms of end-to-end delay, goodput, number of power 

outages, and packet loss ratio. Changing the number of data sources affects the traffic 

load in the network, and hence the total consumed energy. The simulation parameters are 

listed in Table 6.13. The data session in this scenario is configured to be continuous so 

that the route is used until a break happens. The number of packets per source is not 

limited; other simulation parameters are the same as in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.13 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol EHAODV-m 

Application traffic 
Continuous TCP traffic 

Rate: 10 Kbps 

Source to destination physical distance 10 hops 

Number of packets per source No limit 

Number of data sources Varying: 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 

 

Figure 6.24 shows the average packet end-to-end delay of the TCP flows versus 

number of data sources. The end-to-end delay proportionally increases with the number 

of data sources. Having more data sources in the network causes higher energy 

consumption, and hence, more power outages. The number of physical hops from the 

source to sink node is fixed in this scenario. In designing an energy-harvesting network 

where the energy is a substantial resource, the traffic load should be taken in account with 

regard to the available energy. 
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Figure 6.24 Average packet end-to-end delay per flow. Variable number of TCP flows at 

average rate of 10 Kbps and a non limited file size per flow and number of hops of 10. 

Figure 6.25 shows the average packet loss ratio of the TCP flows versus the number 

of data sources. Packet loss ratio increases as the number of data sources increases. When 

the network experience higher number of power outages, this causes a higher number of 

packets to be lost. 
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Figure 6.25 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Variable number of TCP flows at   

average rate of 10 Kbps and a non limited file size per flow and number of hops of 10. 

Figure 6.26 shows the number of power outages in the network versus the number 

of data sources. As expected, a higher traffic load in the network causes more nodes to 

die. The power outages degraded the network performance as shown.  
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Figure 6.26 Number of power outages in the network. Variable number of TCP flows at 

average rate of 10 Kbps and a non limited file size per flow and number of hops of 10. 

Figure 6.27 shows the average goodput of the TCP flows versus the number of data 

sources. The goodput is decreasing as the number of data sources is increasing. Each time 

a power outage occurs in the network, it interrupts the data flow that goes through the 

died node. It also causes the source node to wait until it realizes the error in the route and 

then start a new route discovery process. The goodput decreased significantly because of 

that. 
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Figure 6.27 Average goodput per flow. Variable number of TCP flows at average rate of 

10 Kbps and a non limited file size per flow. 

In order to understand the behavior of the node during the simulation and see how 

the power outage affects the goodput, one of the eighteen TCP flows was traced versus 

time. Figure 6.28 show the power outages occurrences in the network for a single run and 

also shows the active data dissemination intervals of same node. The node started sending 

data to the sink around time 12s and continued sending until time 186s. The first power 

outage in the network occurred at time 120s; it had no effect on the traced flow. What 

caused to flow to stop is the fifth outage that occurred at time 186s. At time 240s, the 

node resumed sending data after route discovery process until time 257s when the flow 

was interrupted again because of another power outage in the network. This behavior 
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continues until the end of simulation. We notice that each time the flow is interrupted; it 

was interrupted because of a power outage. On the other hand, not all of the power 

outages cause the flow to be interrupted since it might happen in nodes that are not 

participating in the flow.  

 

Figure 6.28 Power outages in the network versus time and active data dissemination 

intervals of a single node. 

The number above each data dissemination interval represents the total number of 

packets that are received during that interval. The total number of received packets in all 

intervals is 1271 packets. Multiplying number of packets by packet size gives the total 

bytes which is 665.3 Kbytes. The flow time in ns-3 is measured by the time the first 

packet is received until the time the last packet is received which equals in this scenario 
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781 seconds. Therefore, the goodput of this scenario is 6.98 Kbps where the data 

generation rate is 10 Kbps. 

The sum of active time intervals equals 449s. Then the goodput for the active 

intervals only equals 12.14 Kbps. The node generates data at rate of 10 Kbps, when there 

is no route to sink node, the node buffers the generated data. Once a route is created, the 

node sends all its buffered packets. This caused the goodput of the active time intervals 

increases than the actual data generating rate.  

The fact that the data flow is being interrupted causes the goodput to be less than 

the configured sending data rate. The number of bytes (N) that is assumed to take T 

seconds based on the sending data rate is taking more than T seconds because of the 

interrupts in the flow. The goodput is calculated by dividing the total received bytes over 

the total flow time. Having periods of idle intervals in the flow causes a drop in the 

goodput as it is shown in all scenarios. Having higher number of sources, higher data rate 

or less energy in the network result in higher number of power outages and hence higher 

drop in the goodput and the performance in general.  
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6.2.7 Studying the Effect of Network Topology on the Performance 

In this scenario, we consider random nodes deployment. The goal of this scenario is 

to study the effect of the random topology on EHAODV performance. In all previous 

scenarios, a grid topology is assumed as shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.29 shows a 

snapshot of a random topology. In order to have a fair comparison with grid topology, we 

have fixed the positions of both the source nodes and the sink nodes as in the grid 

topology. The scenario has been studied using six different random topologies and each 

topology is repeated 30 times in order to achieve 95% confidence level.  

 

Figure 6.29 Random network topology. 

The node transmission range is 100 meters. The network is designed to be 

connected (i.e. no isolated nodes). One sink application is installed at a time on one of the 

gray nodes on the right depending on the targeted physical distance between the source 
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node and destination node. Based on the number of physical hops from the source to 

destination, the sink application is installed either on the closest or the furthest node. The 

first eighteen nodes (gray) on the left are the source nodes. The source and sink nodes 

locations are fixed similar to grid topology to guarantee the same physical distance 

between the sources and sink nodes.  

Table 6.14 Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Routing protocol EHAODV-m 

Application traffic 
On time: 5 sec, Off time: 3.1 sec 

Rate: 13 Kbps, Transport: TCP 

Source to destination physical distance Varying 6 to 10 hops 

Number of packets per source 400 packets 

Number of data sources 18 

Number of topologies (replications) 6 

 

The simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.14. This scenario is similar to 

scenario 6.2.1 except the random topology. The other simulation parameters are the same 

as in Table 6.2. The scenario was run on six different random topologies. 
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Figure 6.30 Average packet end-end delay per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate 

of 8 Kbps and file size of 209 Kbytes per flow with random network topology. 

Figure 6.30 shows the average packet end-to-end delay versus the number of 

physical hops. It is expected that the value of end-to-end delay increases when the 

number of hops is increased. The end-to-end delay of the network with random topology 

is higher than it is with a grid topology by about 23%. Since the network connection is 

random, the path from the source to destination might take higher number of hops. 
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Figure 6.31 Average packet loss ratio per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 

8Kbps and file size of 209 Kbytes per flow with random network topology. 

Figure 6.31shows the average packet loss ratio versus the number of physical hops. 

The packet loss ratio in the random topology is around 85% higher than it is in the grid 

topology. In addition, the loss ratio in random topology is increasing in higher rate than it 

is in the grid topology. 
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Figure 6.32 Average goodput per flow. Eighteen TCP flows at average rate of 8Kbps and 

file size of 209 Kbytes per flow with random network topology. 

Figure 6.32 shows the average flow goodput versus number of hops. The goodput 

decreases when the hop-count increases. The random network topology achieved lower 

goodput than the grid topology.   

Table 6.15 summarizes the effects of the network topology on the different performance 

metrics. The percentage of the enhancement or degradation with respect to grid topology 

is shown.   
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Table 6.15 Computation of effects of network topology on the performance with respect to 
grid topology. (+) and (-) signs indicate increment or decrement in the 
corresponding performance metric, respectively. 

Performance metric Random network Topology (%) 

End to end delay 23.1 

Packet loss ratio 85.4 

Goodput -42.4 
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7 CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter summarizes the thesis work and its contributions. In our research, we 

have tackled important problems in energy-harvesting based WSNs that are, first, 

choosing the best route based on general metrics including node’s remaining energy and 

energy harvesting rate in order to achieve highest network availability. Second, we 

proposed a repairing mechanism for broken routes in order to save the ongoing route and 

save packets in intermediate nodes from being lost. 

7.1 Conclusion  

In this thesis, we proposed two algorithms to choose the best path based on current 

node’s energy, energy harvesting rate, and path length. The first algorithm is EHAODV-

a, in which the node average energy across the path has first priority in choosing the best 

routes. This algorithm increased the flow goodput about 16% and decreased the flow 

packet loss ratio about 13.5% in reference to original AODV, while it caused an 

increment in the flow delay about 8.6%. 

The second algorithm is EHAODV-m, in which we build the path such that we 

avoid the potential bottleneck nodes (i.e. nodes that has minimum energy). Therefore, this 

approach selects the path that has the maximum-minimum energy nodes. The simulation 

results demonstrated that this algorithm have enhanced the flow goodput by about 12.2% 

and have decreased the flow packet loss ratio about 8.5% in reference to original AODV, 

while the flow delay have increased by about 2.9%. 
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In addition, we proposed a local route repair mechanism to reduce the packet loss 

ratio in the network. in this mechanism, the node upstream of a broken route don’t 

invalidate the route directly after receiving a RERR; instead, the node upstream starts a 

route discovery to the destination and resume forwarding the buffered packets while the 

source node starts using the newly constructed route. This mechanism have decreased the 

flow packet loss ratio about 3.7%, increased the flow goodput about 3.6%, and decreased 

the total power outages in the network by about 2.3% in comparison to EHAODV-m. On 

the other hand, it has caused the flow delay to increase about 2.6%. 

7.2 Future Work  

In EHAODV, we proposed the node’s remaining energy, node’s energy harvesting 

rate, and node’s average energy as metrics for route selection. We suggest adding a new  

metric that represents the node activity history such as number of power outages.  

EHAODV is a reactive routing protocol i.e. creates the route whenever needed 

only. The implementation of same metrics of EHAODV on a proactive protocol will give 

different result so it is worth to be tested. 

EHAODV is a single path routing protocol i.e. only one route is built from the 

source to destination. AOMDV is a multipath version of AODV protocol. Having many 

routes to the same destination can reduce the route discovery delay overhead but adds a 

route maintenance overhead. 

The route selection in EHAODV is implemented by normal programming i.e. 

conditional logic programming where variables may take on true or false values. Using of 

fuzzy logic in route selection will ease the route selection and make it more intelligent. 
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Fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic which deals with reasoning that is 

approximate rather than fixed and exact.  

The route repair mechanism that proposed in this work is reactive i.e. the route 

break take place then the route is repaired. A proactive route repair mechanism can 

exploit the energy information of the nodes so it discovers a new route before a break 

happen. 

Finally, the data requests of the nodes in this work are exhaustive. The nodes 

continue sending data to the sink even when the network is not capable to serve those 

requests because of limited energy resource. A scheduling algorithm can avoid this 

problem by allowing the nodes to send data only when the network is capable to serve 

those requests.  
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